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POTS AND PLANTERS
Rubber, ceramic, metal and plastic
left-outs

Pots and Planters
The latest show stoppers in the garden’s fashion parade
It’s not about just those plain boring earthen pots anymore! Planters, now, have become
a segment of significant ornaments to add a twinkle to the garden. Let’s venture into the
world of trendy pots and planters in this section, and gather ideas as to how a simple garden can be converted in to a simple trendsetter in gardening!

W

ith the encroaching boughs
of urbanization, a vast stretch
of land with flowering fancies
has become almost an extinct entity. Its
place has been grabbed by small balcony
gardens, terrace gardens, backyards gardens, kitchen gardens and hundreds of
other odd garden types. In all these garden types, pots and planters play a crucial
role in firing spark in the visual sensation
of onlookers. Naturally, garden innovators
keep coming up with diverse planter types
and varieties to give a tinge of enviable
uniqueness to gardens. ‘Trends in pots’
have become the ‘phrase of the day’ and
it is imperative to remain updated about
them if you want to remain a trend-setter
in garden styles amongst your peers and
neighbors.

Self watering planters

Available in many shapes and forms, these
pots are a boon to homeowners who have
a schedule, mostly set out of home for the
major part of the week. Most self watering
planters make use of basically two principles, the ‘water drip’ principle and the
‘lamp wick’ principle. The nutrient drip
follows an intelligent dripping system
that senses the dryness of the soil. The
pot has a ceramic bottle holder that holds

an inverted bottle of nutrient medium. A
transparent rubber tube directs the nutrient solution to the soil. When the soil is
moist, and the nutrient gradient in the
soil matches that of the drip bottles, the
flow of water stops. The moment the soil
starts drying up; the bottle again starts
giving way to the flow of water towards
the pot. This way, the plant is never allowed to stay thirsty.
The self watering pots functioning on the
lamp wick principle follow the simple
logic of capillary action through the fabric of the wick. The structure of the pot
is however a bit different here. These pots
feature two compartments, a compartment for soil and another one below it,
which is reserved for water and nutrient
medium. The compartments are separated either by a silicon film or a mesh
and are connected by a several strips of
wicks, arranged in a galaxy structure
in the separating layer. Water from
the lower compartment is passed
to the upper one when the gradient difference increases. When
the gradient level of nutrient and
water becomes equal in both
the compartments, water stops
climbing up the wicks. In
both the principles, the part
that houses water is transparent so that the owner knows
when there is the need to fill in
more medium. These types
of planters have off late become very famous and are
available in the market at
handsome price ranges, colors and
shapes.
Use the self watering variety and you
would be spared from the pain of remembering the water alarm of your plants
.
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Almost anything can work as a planter.
Just use your imagination and make the
best out of sheer waste.

LED Light pots

Who would not like to reduce the expenditure on garden lightings and still find
the entire garden area glowing with astounding grace even during the nights?
Well, the latest in the market are LED
light pots. These are planters, made of
recycled plastic material, with artificial
lighting elements imbibed in them, available in a variety of shapes and sizes. Since
they are made of recycled plastic, they are
not much of a danger to the environment
and have an added benefit of being waterproof. This makes them compatible to be
kept in the garden and special care while

We always do not need a ceramic or clay
pot to give a green look to our gardens.
Anything from an unbuckled shoe, an
empty bean can, an old tire, even an unused washbasin or a bathtub can be used
for growing plant beds. In fact that is
what the trend goes like! Growing green
does not do it all! It is important to make
good and creative use to things which can
be thrown away. The struggle lies in how
well these left-outs can be converted into
useful containers. The color themes, the
shapes, the cuts everything matters. The
current fashion is to create suspended
cans, paint them in accordance to the colwatering need not be taken care of. The
LED lights would glow to give out diffused
light, thus making the presence of the pots
prominent even in the dark. These pots
generally do not have much of an implication on the ease of gardening. They are
more on the garden ornamentation role
fulfillment. They can be placed beautifully
along porch boundaries or pond premises. They illuminate in a lovely manner to
make the surroundings look peaceful and
serene. These pots are available in a number of visual designs, the most affective
being the ones with shades of transparent
and opaque on the outer surface.

Handbag Planters and hanging planters

from the walls of balconies, giving the
walls a beautifully decorated look. The
suspended nature allows water to flow out
more easily, thus giving the roots a drier
world, away from rottenness to breathe
in. Hanging planters are also high in demand. Unlike purses and handbags, they
are intended to be suspended from the
railings of balconies. They usually pose
an extremely pretty sight to look at if the
colors of the blooms planted in them get
along well in brightness with the colors of
the planters. Hanging planters are better
than handbags. They are more rigid and
give a sturdy base to plants and their roots
to sit back on.

This is a new concept in the arena of gardening, absolutely virgin in its execution.
It is as simple as lining a handbag with
a sheet of degradable plastic, with a few
pores grooved into it to ensure the passage
of excess water away from the soil. Cotton
handbags are the ones most in demand
because of their water seeping and retention capabilities. Soil is filled into it with
a few inches empty space at the top to facilitate easy digging into the soil without
letting it fall out of the bag. Supporters
give one fine reason to opt for handbags
to be used as planters - they can be hung

Concrete blocks as planters

Concrete blocks are one of the many construction materials that are easily available, at any place, at any time. Bricks and
hollow concrete blocks can be functional
as wonderful planters. They are advantageous in many ways. First, concrete allows excess water to flow out easily, while
still maintaining the moisture content
of the soil. Second, they are perfect pots,
exactly geometrical in their shapes, making them appropriate to be arranged in a

or of the flowers to be planted in them and
let them welcome guests at the front yard.
The concept of using a soiled washbasin
or a bathtub is also becoming a tremendously well-accepted one. A bathtub is
specifically useful in that it is deep enough
to be filled with porous soil and that it has
in inbuilt outlet for the superfluous water
to flow out. Secondly, a bed is created, and
a number of plants can simultaneously
be planted in it. The wideness of its brim
helps in the easy digging and maintenance
of the bed. Ceramic bowls from the kitchen cutlery are another pretty option to go
for. In a nutshell, a plant can be grown
almost in everything.

proper manner in the front yard. A poshly
arranged stack of concrete blocks looks
swell against the wall. The assortment of
plants and creepers chosen to be planted
in these blocks also matter a lot. Herbs
and succulents generally do a wonderful
job, when grown in concrete blocks. They
are simply feast to the eyes.
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